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Abstract

In this paper, we develope a stock trading system that automatically buy and sell stocks in Kiwoom Securities’ 

HTS system. The system is made by using Kiwoom Open API+ with the Python programming language. A 

trading strategy is based on an enhanced system query method called a Condition-Search. The Condition-

Search script is edited in Kiwoom Hero 4 HTS and the script is stored in the Kiwoom server. The Condition-

Search script has the advantage of being easy to change the trading strategy because it can be modified and 

changed as needed. In the HTS system, up to ten Condition-Search scripts are supported, so it is possible to 

apply various trading methods. But there are some restrictions on transactions and Condition-Search in 

Kiwoom Open API+. To avoid one problem that has transaction number and frequency are restricted, a 

method of adjusting the time interval between transactions is applied and the other problem that do not support 

a threading technique is solved by an IPC(Inter-Process Communication) with multiple login IDs.
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1. Introduction

Since the spread of the Internet, securities companies have developed a HTS(Home Trading System) system 

to provide a new platform for stock trading, and with the spread of smartphones, they are providing the 

MTS(Mobile Trading System) system for use in a mobile environment. Currently, most people who trade 

stocks use HTS or MTS stock trading system. In addition, each securities company provides API(Application 

Program Interface) functions so that customers can trade directly through customer-generated programs. Using 

these API functions, it is possible to implement the function of trading based on the price predicted by the 

artificial intelligence or the automatic transaction by the trading rule written by the user [1][2][3]. For quant 

investors, a system that can automatically trade by a user-created program must be used to apply information 

not provided by securities companies [4].

Several securities companies provide their own API systems. The systems provided by each securities 

company are listed as follows: Kiwoom Securities: Open API+ (OCX) only for Windows [5], Daeshin 

Securities: CYBOS Plus(COM) compatible for mobile Android and iOS [6], eBest Investment Securities: xing 

API compatible for PC and mobile [7]. Yuanta Securities: Open API (DLL, COM), NH Futures: API (DLL, 
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OCX), NH Investment & Securities: QV Open API (DLL), Hana Financial Investment: 1Q Pro (OCX), Daehan 

Investment & Securities: eFriend Expert Open API (OCX), Eugene Investment & Futures: API (DLL, OCX), 

and so on. There are not many cases where APIs are appropriately provided for easy access to open source. 

Three companies, Kiwoom Securities [5], Daishin Securities [6], and eBest Securities [7], are providing 

appropriate services [8].

In this paper, we develop a system that can automatically trade stocks using Open API+ provided by 

Kiwoom Securities. As a trading strategy, we implement an automatic trade strategy by using the Condition-

Search script. There are restrictions on transactions of Open API+ of Kiwoom Securities, so we apply ways of 

taking time intervals between transactions and utilizing an IPC technique with multiple login IDs to avoid a 

threading technique problem.

2. Features of Kiwoom Open API+

2.1 System files 

Kiwoom open api+ is a service that connects investment strategies produced by customers to modules 

provided by Kiwoom Securities that serve market price inquiries, balance inquiries, order etc. Kiwoom Open 

API+ supports OCX control considering the extensibility of program development, which depending on the 

user's convenience, programs can be produced with VB, Excel, web-based, MFC, Python PyQt5, etc. Data 

requests and receptions are performed by performing the transaction service name and calling the API function 

through OCX [5].

The supplied system library files are as follows: 1) KHOpenAPI.ocx: OpenApi Execution module, 2) 

OPCommApi.dll: communication module, 3) OPComms.dll: TCP/IP connection module to serve, 4) 

OPSecurity.dll: communication encryption module, 5) librsadlx.dll nsldap32v11.dll, 6) ZIPDLL.DLL: 

compression module. 

The supplied program data files are as follows:1) OPTxxxxx.enc 2) OPWxxxxx.enc : data files for a 

communication(about 100 files). 3) jongacc.dat: account related file, 4) OPComms.ini : communication 

attribute related data file.

2.2 Query Restrictions of Kiwoom Open API+

Kiwoom server transaction query has the following restrictions: 1) If 5 queries of a second in successive 1

times: 17 seconds blocked 2) If 5 queries of a second in successive 5 times: 90 seconds blocked 3) If 5 queries per 

a second in successive 10 times: 180 seconds blocked 4) Un-official successive query restriction : 1,000 queries

in an hour [9]. 

Condition-Search query restrictions are as follows: 1) 5 queries of a second by a Condition-Search, 2) 1 query 

in a minute for the identical Condition-Search, 3) Up to 10 types of Condition-Search are possible 4) If the 

Condition-Search result exceeds 100 items, the condition cannot receive a real-time Condition-Search signal.

Usage of a threading function restriction: because Open API+ does not support a threading in functions and 

events, calling Open API+ functions or events from the thread cannot be guaranteed. In fact, when a transaction is 

called multiple times using a thread function, the system is found to be shut down frequently. In addition, when a 

Condition-Search is performed and information is received by performing a transaction within a loop, system

often shut down.

Avoid restrictions: to avoid the problem of limiting the number of such queries, we maintain the interval 

between transactions for more than 0.4 seconds. In addition, we adopt a method of counting the total number 

of queries and waiting until a set time elapses when the maximum number is reached.
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In this paper, we avoid a threading function restriction problem by applying an IPC method between the two 

processes using two IDs as depicted in Figure 1. 

3. Implementation of an Auto-Trading System using Condition-Search of Kiwoom 

Open API+

3.1 Overview 

Stock auto-trading system using a Condition-Search for Kiwoom Securities is composed of 3 parts; a 

transaction request part roles to query stock information, a stock trading part to buy and sell stocks, and the 

Condition-Search part to manage trading strategy as depicted in Figure 1. 

The advantage of auto-trading is that it is possible to carry out several strategies simultaneously. Setting up 

several strategies and using multiple computers or cloud servers greatly reduces the time required to develop 

a profit model. The Condition-Search is a service of Kiwoom Securities that searches for stocks corresponding 

to the conditions specified by the user. It provides functions such as market analysis, technical analysis, pattern 

analysis, financial analysis, ranking analysis, and provides pre-specified Condition-Search script under the 

name “Kiwoom Condition”. This feature allows users to program complex queries, allowing them to create 

and use very convenient features for trading. In addition, using Condition-Search and using the functions of 

HTS can greatly reduce the amount of code in automatic system development. Condition setting is done by the 

user through the Kiwoom HTS system, and real-time Condition-Search items are transmitted through the API.

In this study, we implement a system called “auto-trading system for Kiwoom Securities using Open API+”

that can execute an auto-trading strategy, which Kiwoom Securities’ Condition-Search is used to search for 

trading stock items, and judging buy and sell.

   Figure 1. Overall configuration of stock auto-trading using Condition-Search for Kiwoom Securities

3.2 Overall System Configuration 

Stock auto-trading system using Condition-Search for Kiwoom Securities is composed of 3 parts; a 

transaction request part roles to query stock information, a stock trading part to buy and sell stocks, and 

Condition-Search part to manage trading strategy as depicted in Figure 1.
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The entire system is driven by two processes; one is a process for Condition-Search and the other is a 

process for a stock trading transaction and for stock information search. The reason for separating the system 

into these two processes is that the Kiwoom API does not support a threading, which would cause a failure in 

performing real-time Condition-Search, so this configuration is made to avoid this.

To do this, two IDs are used for the Kiwoom Securities. To communicate between each ID, Process I installs 

the Python library "from multiprocessing.connection import Listener" and waits to receive the stock code sent 

by Process II with the recv() function. The client function is installed on the Process II side, “from 

multiprocessing.connection import Client”, and use the send() function to send the Condition-Search stock 

code to the Process I side. A two-way communication is used to confirm the send and receive of both sides

[10].

Process I side

from multiprocessing.connection import Listener

address = ('localhost', 12345)

listener = Listener(address, authkey=b'hello') 

conn =listener.accept()

while True:

    print('waiting condition msg...')

    msg = conn.recv()

    conn.send(msg+'received')

Process II side

from multiprocessing.connection import Client

address=('localhost', 12345)

conn=Client(address, authkey=b'hello')

conn.send(msg)

Process I consist of two functions: a transaction to obtain the current price of a stock and a buy/sell function. 

The transaction to obtain the present price is used to obtain the present price of the code after receiving the 

code of the item Condition-Search in Process II. After performing the transaction, real-time stock information 

is automatically received, which is used to continuously update the current price until the stock is sold. If any 

of the conditions searched stocks meet the conditions set in the strategy, they will quickly place an order and 

buy it. After the buy order, real-time information related to the item is automatically received. This real-time 

information is used as important data to update the current information of stocks.

3.3 Description on Transaction Request

Figure 2 shows the procedure for querying data in the Kiwoom Securities HTS system. Chart information 
such as the current price, asking price, daily chart, weekly chart and monthly chart of stocks for stock trading 
can be received by requesting a transaction from the server. There are some essential functions required for 
transactions. SetInputValue() is a function used to enter information necessary for a transaction request 
immediately before a transaction request is made. For example, stock code, account number, transaction 
number, etc. are used as arguments for this function. SendOrder() is used as a transaction command to transmit 
stock trade orders to the server, which has nine arguments, and inputs information such as buy/sell information, 
stock code, order quantity, and order unit price etc. CommGetData () is a common function used to receive 
data by transaction request, but each function uses a dedicated function for its purpose instead of this function; 
GetCommData() is for a query information request, GetCommRealData() is for a real-time information request, 
and GetChejanData() is for a buy/sell confirm request. Functions such as OnReceiveTrData(), 
OnReceiveRealData(), OnReceiveMsg(), OnReceiveChejanData(), OnEventConnect(), 
OnReceiveRealCondition(), and OnReceiveTrCondition() are used to receive transaction inquiries and real-
time events.
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3.4 Description on Condition-Search 

Condition-Search is a function of finding stocks that meet certain conditions, and this function allows a 
wide variety of settings. Market analysis, technical analysis, pattern analysis, financial analysis, ranking 
analysis are provided for a pre-specified Condition-Search script. The Condition-Search is produced by the 
user in the Kiwoom Securities HTS system, and the script is stored in the Kiwoom server. Open API + 
functions are provided to use it. Figure 3. shows the procedures and functions of the Condition-Search.

Figure 2. Procedure of transaction for data query and real-time event reception
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Figure 3. Procedure of Condition-Search for an auto-trading

First, it is necessary to obtain a condition search script stored in the server. In Step 1, the 
GetConditionLoad() function retrieves the user condition expression from the server and temporarily stores it 
locally as a file. In Step 2, OnReceiveConditionVer() can check the success or failure of locally stored 
Condition-Search script and messages as an event function. In Step 3, GetConditionNameList() retrieves the 
list of conditional names from the temporarily saved user “Condition Search” file. In Step 4, SendCondition()  
selects the Condition-Search to be performed from the list by the user. In Step5, OnReceiveTrCondition() 
receives a searched stock list from the server. After a transaction phase of Condition-Search is completed, it 
triggers real-time Condition-Search mode, which real-time event happens continuously and Condition-Search
one stock code is received in OnReceiveRealCondition() function at every event. The received stock code send 
to the Buy/Sell stock routine as depicted in Figure 1. Once a Condition-Search transaction is completed, it 
automatically enters the real-time event mode, which can be manipulated by SetRealReg() and 
SetRealRemove() by the user to resume or cease the real-time stock information receiving by the user.

Figure 4(a) shows the screen shot of the Condition-Search edit window, and Figure 4(b) show the screen 
shot of the proposed system window of a sending Condition-Search script. 
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(a) Condition-Search script edit window                    (b) Screen shot of the trading system

Figure 4. Screen shots of Condition-Search and developed system for an auto-trading

3.5 Development Environments 

l OS: Windows 11 
l Run Environment: Anaconda 32bit Virtual Environment
l Application Type: Python Script + PyQt5 GUI Application
l Programming Language: Python v3.9
l Library: PyQt5 v5.15.9
l Development Tools: PyCharm 2023.2 (Community Edition)

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a stock trading system to automatically trade stocks at Kiwoom with the Python 

program. The method for automatic trading used Kiwoom Securities' stock search system, called Condition-

Search. To buy and sell stock, we implemented the system by the Condition-Search script, the stocks were 

automatically traded by setting a certain range of profits. The Condition-Search script has the advantage of 

being easy to change the trading strategy because it can be modified and changed as needed. In the Kiwoom 

HTS system, up to ten Condition-Search scripts are supported, so it is possible to apply various trading methods. 

In addition, various cases were listed on the constraints of Kiwoom Securities' Open API+, and to avoid the 

problem, we solved a method of adjusting the time interval between transactions and a method problems that 

do not support a threading technique by an IPC(Inter-Process Communication) using a multi-login.
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